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Abstract:

Speech Recognition Process:

This paper gives an overview of various methods and techniques used for feature extraction in speaker recognition.
The research in speaker recognition have been evolved starting from short time features reflecting spectral properties of
speech (low-level or physical traits) to the high level features (behavioral traits) such as prosody, phonetic information, conversational patterns etc.
In this paper, we first give a brief overview of Speech Recognition and then describe some feature extraction technique. We have compared MFCC, LPCand PLP feature extraction techniques.
.

Introduction
Human voice conveys information about the language being
spoken and the emotion and gender for the identity of the
speaker. Speaker recognition is a process where a person is
recognized on the basis of his voice signals [1, 2]. The Objective of speaker recognition is to determine which speaker
is present based on the individual’s utterance. This is in contrast with speaker verification, where the objective is to verify the person’s claimed identity based on his or her utterance. Speaker identification and speaker verification fall
under the general category of speaker recognition [3, 4].In
speaker identification there are two types, one is text dependent and another is text independent. Speaker identification
is divided into two components: feature extraction and feature classification. In speaker identification the speaker can
be identified by his voice, where in case of speaker verification the speaker is verified using database.
Historically, all speaker recognition systems have been
mainly based on acoustic cues that are nothing but physical
traits extracted from spectral characteristics of speech signals. So far the features derived from the speech spectrum
have proven to be the most effective in automatic systems,
because the spectrum reflects the geometry of system that
generates the signal. Therefore the variability in the dimensions of the vocal track is reflected in the variability of the
spectra between the speakers. However, studies [5] have
proved that there is a large amount of information suitable
for speaker recognition being the top part related to learned
traits and the bottom part to physical traits.
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The goal of speech recognition is for a machine to be able to
"hear,” understand," and "act upon" spoken information.
The earliest speech recognition systems were first attempted
in the early 1950s at Bell Laboratories, Davis, and Biddulph
andBalashek developed an isolated digit Recognition system
for a single speaker [6]. The goal of automatic speaker reorganization is to analyze, extract characterize and recognize
information about the speaker identity. The speaker Reorganization system may be viewed as working in a four stages
 Analysis
 Feature extraction
 Modeling
 Testing

Fig.1. Block diagram of Speech recognition process
Feature Extraction is the most important part of speech recognition since it plays an important role to separate one
speech from other. Because every speech has different individual characteristics embedded in utterances. These characteristics can be extracted from a wide range of feature extraction techniques proposed and successfully exploited for
speech recognition task. But extracted feature should meet
some criteria while dealing with the speech signal such as:
1) Easy to measure extracted speech features
2) It should not be susceptible to mimicry
3) It should show little fluctuation from one speaking environment to another
4) It should be stable over time
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5) It should occur frequently and naturally in speech
From human speech production mechanism, it is possible to
identify individual using the speech data. Speech contains
speaker specific information due to vocal track and excitation source. Larynx is the major excitation source, whereas
vocal track is the major resonant structure. Speaker information is due to particular shape, size and dynamics of vocal
track and also the excitation source. These features related
to physiological nature of human speech production are
called physical traits, which are used in state-of-art systems.
However human speaker recognition relies on other sources
of information like speaking style, pronunciation etc. Such
features are referred to as behavioral traits. Further, the behavioral traits like how the vocal tract and excitation source
are controlled during speech production are also unique for
each speaker. The information about the behavioral trait is
also embedded into the speech signal and can be used for
speaker recognition. Thus the information present in speech
signal carries the identity of speaker at different levels. To
properly represent speech data, it is necessary to analyses it
using suitable analysis techniques. The analysis techniques
aim at selecting proper frame size and shift for analysis and
also at extracting the relevant features in the feature extraction stage [7].

The Mel-frequency cepstrum (MFC) is a representation of
the short-term power spectrum of a sound, based on a linear
cosine transform of a log power spectrum on a nonlinear
Mel scale of frequency. Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients
(MFCCs) are coefficients that collectively make up an MFC.
The difference between the cepstrum and the Mel-frequency
cepstrum is that in MFC the frequency bands are equally
spaced on the Mel scale, which approximates the human
auditory system's response. MFCCs are commonly used as
features in speech recognition system. To enhance the accuracy and efficiency of the extraction processes, speech signals are normally pre-processed before features are extracted. [13]
The following figure 2 shows the steps involved in MFCC
feature extraction.

Fig.2. Block diagram of Mel frequency cepstral coefficient

Feature Extraction:
Types of Features:
A vast number of features have been proposed for speaker
recognition. We divide them into the following classes:
 Spectral features
 Dynamic features
 Source features
 Suprasegmental features
 High-level features
Spectral features are descriptors of the short-term speech
spectrum, and they reflect more or less the physical characteristics of the vocal tract. Dynamic features relate to time
evolution of spectral (and other) features. Source features
refer to the features of the glottal voice source.
Super
asegmental features span over several segments. Finally,
high-level features refer to symbolic type of information,
such as characteristic word usage. The most widely used
feature extraction techniques are explained below

B. Linear Predictive coding (LPC):
Linear prediction is a mathematical computational operation
which is linear combination of several previous samples.
LPC [8] [9] of speech has become the predominant technique for estimating the basic parameters of speech. It provides both anaccurate estimate of the speech parameters and
it is also an efficient computational model of speech. The
basic idea behindLPC is that a speech sample can be approximated as a linear combination of past speech samples.
Through minimizing thesum of squared differences (over a
finite interval) between the actual speech samples and predicted values, a unique set of parameters or predictor coefficients can be determined. These coefficients form the basis
for LPC of speech [11]. The following figure 3 shows the
steps involved in LPC feature extraction.

A. Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient
(MFCC):
A block diagram of an MFCC feature extraction is shown
(Fig. 2).This coefficient has a great success in speaker recognition application. The MFCC [8] [9] is the most evident
example of a feature set that is extensively used in speech
recognition. As the frequency bands are positioned logarithmically in MFCC [10], it approximates the human system response more closely than any other system. Technique
of computing MFCC is based on the short-term analysis,
and thus from each frame a MFCC vector is computed.
In order to extract the coefficients the speech sample is taken as the input and hamming window is applied to minimize
the discontinuities of a signal. Then DFT will be used to
generate the Mel filter bank. MFCC can be computed by
using the formula.
Mel (f) = 2595*log10 (1+f/700) (1)
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Fig.3. Block diagram of linear predictive coding

C. Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP):
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The Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) model developed by
Herman sky 1990. The goal of the original PLP model is to
describe the psychophysics of human hearing more accurately in the feature extraction process. PLP is similar to
LPCanalysis, is based on the short-term spectrum of speech.
In contrast to pure linear predictive analysis of speech, perceptual linear prediction (PLP) modifies the short-term spectrum of the speech by several psychophysically based transformations.[12].

states or disguises. The problem of distortion in the channels
and background noise also requires being resolved with better techniques.
It is known that performance of speaker recognition depends
on the speaking rate of speaker and it vary for different
speaker. If the test speaker’s speaking rate is different from
that of trained speaker’s speaking rate then it affects the
performance of speaker recognition with respect to time,
space and computational complexity. This paper has illustrated the different feature extraction techniques of speaker
identification through experimental research. MFCC is well
known techniques used in speaker recognition to describe
the signal characteristics.
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